BUTTERFLY CRAFT SNACK BAGS

Supplies:

- Clothespins
- Pipe Cleaners- cut in half
- Googley eyes
- Paint or Glitter or Markers
- Snack size bags
- Glue (if Googley eyes are not adhesive)
- Food item(s) to fill bags

Directions

1. Decorate the clothespins using paint or markers
2. Attach the googley eyes
3. Fill the bag with snacks- pushing the snacks to either side of the bag- leaving a gap in the middle.
4. Pinch the bag in the middle and wrap the pipe cleaner around it to secure it- leaving the two ends of the pipe cleaner sticking up. (See image →)
5. Shape the ends of the pipe cleaner around your finger to look like antennae
6. Clip the clothespin onto the bag